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ubic bone presents the greatest difference; bej

CRAP. VII.

The end of the
in the Bankiva; considerably and gradu]hardly enlarged
ns and in a lesser degree än some other breedenlarged in UOcui '

in Bantams. In one Bantam tii boniand abruptly enlarged
eTbeyond the extremity of the ischium Theextended very little

latter bird differed widely in its P1'Oportion5whole pelvis in this
proportionally

to its length than in Ballkiva
being far broader

bone is generally so much deformed that it j,Sternum.-This
mare its shape strictly in the Several breedsscarcely possible to

The form of the triangular ex
tremity of the lateral process
differs considerably, being either

A almost equilateral or much don
gated. The front margin of the
crest is more or less perpendicular
and varies

gof the Posterior
reatly, as does

e
- )

the
'P curvature

ancl the flatness of the lowe
surface. The outline of the"\\
manubrial process also varies,
being wedge-shaped. in the Ban
kiva, and rounded in the Spanish
breed. The furculum differs in

c being more or less arched, aild

greatly, as may be seen in the

accompanying outlines, in tlie

shape of the terminal plate, but
the shape of this part differed a
little in two skeletons of the wild- -
Bnkiva The coraeod presentsT -=-=- D
no difference worth notice The
sca ula varies in shape, being of

nearly uniform breadth in
kiva, much broader in the middle

Fig. 38.-Extremity of the Furcala, in the Polish fowl and abruptlynatural size, viewed laterally. A. Wild - '
anex Inllas bankva. B. Spangled Pol1,h narrowed towards theFowl. C. Spanish Fowl. I). Dorking the two Sultan fowls.Fowl.

I carefully compared. each
separate bone of the leg and wing, relatively to the same bones
in the wild Bankiva, in the following breeds, which I thought were
the most likely to differ;' namely, in Cochin, Dorking, Spafl1Polish, Burmese Bantam, Frizzled Indian, and black-boned $111fowls; and it was truly surprising to see how absolutely everyprocess, articulation, and pore agreed, though the bones differed
greatly in size. The agreement is far n-lore absolute than in otherparts of the skeleton. In stating this, I do not refer to tile
relative thickness and length of the several bones; for the tarsivaried considerably in both these respects. But the other limbbones varied little even in relative length.
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